Get ready for lush greens, earthy oranges, aquatic blues and neutrals that will never tire.
VARIA ECORESIN®

Unprecedented design freedom
40% recycled content
Tumble, Traffic & Pop. Embossed textures refract and reflect light with an enchanting effect.

Unlimited Color Possibilities

From a bold pop of color, to a subtle tinted glow, the C3 Color Matching System* offers you options to suit your creative intent.

- Neutral Color Palette

* Subject of one or more patents pending
Stop Traffic

Gently curving partitions create an arresting feature.

Partition 200.28.01
Suspended partition with heat-formed Varia Ecoresin panel.
- (1) Varia Ecoresin® panel
- Panel heat-formed with 66° radius
- Suspend™ hardware system
- (2) cables with unique smooth or curved connectors
- Mount to concrete floor and wood block ceiling
- 3 week lead time

Lighting 800.06.01
Suspended Light Art Element pendant.
- (1) Suspended light fixture with Varia Ecoresin in Translucent Suede
- 25 watt fluorescent
- Dimensions - 24"H x 9"W
- Matte silver canopy and silver cable
- All lighting components are UL listed
- 3 week lead time

See page 22 of the 3form Ready to Go catalog
Spin a Tale

Slant & Struck. Spun yarn in linear and bisecting formations have an energizing impact.
Choose Slant for vertical momentum and Struck for a mesmerizing grid. Available in five contemporary colors.

Slant Pure
Slant Jute
Slant Cayenne
Slant Kelp
Slant Storm

Struck Pure
Struck Jute
Struck Cayenne
Struck Kelp
Struck Storm
Struck by Design
A framed partition and sliding door system, with Struck Pure, dynamically divides space.

**Sliding Door 100.26.01**
Varia Ecoresin framed sliding door for wood wall with floor guide.
- (1) Varia Ecoresin® fixed panel
- (1) Varia Ecoresin sliding door
- Slide 84" hardware system with T-shaped profile*
- Mount to wood header and concrete floor
- Weight born on floor
- 2 week lead time

**Table 800.01.01**
Chroma large conference table.
- 42" W x 84" L x 29" H
- Adjustable feet
- Sleek anodized aluminum
- Chroma® top with renewable matte edge
- 3 week lead time

*Subject to two or more patents pending

See page 07 of the 3form Ready to Go catalog
Full Circle® artisans use sustainably harvested Lotka bark to create an intriguing design with traditional handmade paper.

For the complete Full Circle story please visit 3-form.com/full_circle_products

Design has the power to transform more than just space.

3form develops the Full Circle® Collection of products in collaboration with skilled artisans in diverse regions. From Africa to Nepal, we work directly with these groups to bring authentic regional hand crafts to the architecture and design community. Through this process we encourage the development of their skills, their business and ultimately the community at large.

Artisan soaking Lotka bark to make handmade paper
Noise & Decibel. A contemporary interpretation of antiqued mirror, Noise and Decibel play with reflections and transparency with echoing effect.

Through the Looking Glass
A Sound Statement

Statement-making materials create waiting or meeting areas with style.

Partition 200.01.01

Suspended varia ecoresin partition with curved top grip for clean edges.

- (1) Varia Ecoresin® panel
- Suspend™ hardware system
- (2) cable with top-mounted curve connectors or smooth connectors
- Mounted from concrete floor to wood ceiling
- Additional panels specified include Align™ hardware for stability
- 3 week lead time

See page 25 of the 3form Ready to Go catalog
Lush & Silver Lodge. Winter woodlands and floral fields with chic glamour look to the future as well as reflect the past.

Top Support
A hardware system specifically designed to showcase translucent material with minimal hardware. Top support elegantly fastens panels. Multiple panels align perfectly with a clear H-channel.

Partition 200.25.01
Top supported Varia Ecoresin solution for partitions and wall features with minimal visible hardware.

- (1) Varia Ecoresin® panel
- Top Support™
- Ideal solution for mounting panels with minimal hardware
- Additional panels include clear H-channel for stability
- 3 week lead time

See page 39 of the 3form Ready to Go catalog
A Quiet Gathering

Hush & Flock. Add fields of color with refined detail and subtle pattern.
Choose Hush for a dense weave with sophisticated color or Flock for a crafted appearance with subtle interest.
Contemporary structural cores in over 10,000 color options

Work with Structure
Float Through Exams
Struttura study carrels create privacy with light transmission. A very bright idea.

Partition 200.23.03
Struttura L-shaped study carrel.

- 6 Struttura® Fizz, Float Large or Float Small fabricated partitions
- 3-5 mm × 1” pins included for installation stability
- Includes color matched inset color capped edge
- Angle can be specified in various degrees
- 3 week lead time

See page 42 of the 3form Ready to Go catalog

Contemporary structural cores transform with almost limitless color.

Struttura™ C3™. Strength of Struttura with the creative possibilities of C3 Color.

Pep®
Cellular technology in an overlaid, circular repeat.

Float Large®
A circular geometric repeat with an airy aesthetic.

Float Small®
A smaller scale design for more intimate spaces.

Fizz®
An organic core design with an energizing appeal.

Duo
A twin wall system in a lightweight application.

Subject to one or more patents pending.
30+ Standard Colors

Color Customized
For projects requiring cost effective, lightweight structure, specify Duo in one of our 30+ standard C3 colors. 3form C3 ensures you have the right material for your application.

®

* Subject of one or more patents pending.
All Work, with Color Play

C3 Color combines with lightweight Duo to create work environments in playful hues.

Partition 200.21.03

Pressure-fit Struttura Duo partition system designed to accommodate a variety of configurations for refits and simple build-outs.

- (2) Struttura™ Duo panels
- Versa™ hardware system
- Slim profile posts
- Install to concrete floor and ceiling
- Modular system to create temporary rooms in different configurations
- 2 week lead time

See page 34 of the 3form Ready to Go catalog

Sight Unseen

Struttura in an airy design creates privacy partitions that steal interest away from prying eyes.

Partition 200.22.03

With easy-to-install slim profile hardware, these privacy partitions provide a simple solution for a variety of reception or study areas.

- (10) Struttura Fizz, Float Large, or Float Small partitions
- Versa hardware slim profile posts
- Includes color matched inset color capped edge
- Ideal for HIPAA regulation privacy partitions for healthcare environments
- 3 week lead time

See page 44 of the 3form Ready to Go catalog
Steal the Limelight
A glowing reception, stunning shelves and flirty fixtures create a vibrant and show-stopping space.

Transaction 600.01 .03*
Custom-lit feature that ships pre-fabricated and ready to plug in.
- Five-sided lightbox
- Includes layer of Ghost for light diffusion
- Installs to millwork with panel clips
- Millwork not included
- 3form HP Series™ LED lights
- Includes dimmable option
- 3 week lead time

See page 96 of the 3form Ready to Go catalog

Shelving 600.03 .03*
A custom lit feature, ships pre-fabricated and ready to plug in.
- (6) Struttura™ Pep five-sided shelves
- Includes layer of Ghost for light diffusion
- Ships with blocking to mount to any substrate
- Weight bearing – 40 lbs
- 3form® LT Series™ LED lights
- 3 week lead time
- Anchoring appropriate for the substrate must be selected by the installer

See page 86 of the 3form Ready to Go catalog

Light Your Way
Wayfinding solutions become lit features.

Column 250.03 .03
Freestanding Struttura lighted pylon.
- (1) Struttura triangular pylon
- Includes layer of Ghost for diffusion
- Approximate Footprint - 15 ¾" Triangle
- Comes standard with natural finish ash, maple or walnut base and reflective panel top
- 3form XP Series High Powered Spot
- Ideal for wayfinding
- Chroma letters - Ask your sales rep for details
- 3 week lead time

See page 50 of the 3form Ready to Go catalog

* Subject to our most recent pricing policy
Our Best Ideas are Repeated

DITTO®
Lightweight, modular solution for sculptural partitions
Economically shipped in one box, the system is assembled on site to create partitions, wall features or ceiling canopies. Install in custom configurations for varying levels of privacy and cold bend to create curves.

**Ditto.** Inspired by Modular Constructivism, Ditto creates dimensional feature elements with snap together cross-shaped pieces.

- **Ditto modular wall feature with standoffs.**
  - (72) modular Ditto tiles
  - Ditto hardware system
  - Point Support hardware system to mount to wall
  - Made with Varia Ecoresin®
  - Explore a variety of configuration possibilities
  - 3 week lead time

- **Ditto lightweight curved suspended partition.**
  - (144) modular Ditto tiles
  - Ditto hardware system
  - Suspend™ hardware system to support curve
  - Made with Varia Ecoresin
  - Play with privacy options with installation configurations
  - 3 week lead time

See page 57 of the 3form Ready to Go catalog

See page 46 of the 3form Ready to Go catalog

* Subject of one or more patents pending

**Ditto Hardware**
Made from extremely durable polycarbonate, Ditto hardware can withstand exterior environments.

**Ditto Color Options**
Made with Varia Ecoresin, Ditto is available in over 10,000 color options.

Learn more at 3-form.com
GECKO
Easy-to-install glazing solution

Stick to It!
Gecko®. Standard glazing installations transform with Gecko, an adhesive textile solution.

Easy-to-install to glass, Gecko provides a privacy with an element of depth. The unique silicone adhesive leaves no residue and so can be removed and re-applied as needed.

Gecko adhesive textile, affordable and modern privacy, sunscreen solution.

- (1) linear foot minimum, 56” W
- Multitude of design options
- Easy-to-install privacy option
- Easy to remove, with no residue
- 2 week lead time

See page 18 of the 3form Ready to Go catalog

**Gecko**

- **Crena Un**
  - Mandarin
  - Mint
  - Muglo
  - Vanilla Bone
- **Crena Vario**
  - Mandarin
  - Mint
  - Muglo
  - Vanilla Bone
- **Crypta**
  - Sky Lite
  - Tangelo
  - Antiqua
  - Pure
- **Crypta Orbit**
  - Denim
  - Sandbar
  - Ruger
- **Crypta Letter**
  - Black Ink
  - White Ink
- **Diplo**
  - Steel
  - Pebble
  - Dark
3form® translucent materials have almost limitless possibilities, with unprecedented options. The struggle is not what to create, but how to find the time.

3form Ready to Go – pre-packaged solutions to save you time and money. Create custom sliding doors, insert dramatic tables, add exquisite illuminated features – all with off-the-shelf specification and full service.

How to Specify
Specifying custom Ready to Go solutions is a simple 3-step process, so you can get back to what’s important – good design.

01 Choose from 75+ Pre-Packaged Solutions

02 Select a Material Option for Your Solution

03 Contact Your Sales Rep 800.726.0126

Ships in 3 Weeks

How to Specify

01 Choose from 75+ Pre-Packaged Solutions

02 Select a Material Option for Your Solution

03 Contact Your Sales Rep 800.726.0126

Ships in 3 Weeks

Learn more at 3form.com
Solutions

Hardware

3form® Hardware™, specifically designed to support the limitless possibilities of translucent materials.

From sliding doors to cable systems, you’ll find a complete selection for all of your application needs.

Ditto

Inspired by Modular Constructivism, Ditto™ is a dimensional feature element with snap together cross-shaped pieces.

Economically shipped in one box, the system is assembled on site into partitions, wall features or ceiling canopies. Install in custom configurations for more or less privacy and cold bend to create curves.

GECKO

Gecko®, an adhesive textile solution transforms standard glazing installations into stunning features.

Easy-to-install to glass, Gecko provides a privacy with an element of depth. The unique silicone adhesive leaves no residue and so can be removed and re-applied as needed.

Shapes

Turn-key solutions with fluid motion and dynamic presence add energy to a space.

Design artfully arranged installations with any combination of six sculptural forms. Specify intimate or expansive installations with edge-matched complex shapes. These shapes have infinite compositional possibilities.

Light Art

Iconic light sculptures to create arresting show pieces for any space.

Using 3form signature Varia Ecoresin® material to create the ethereal designs, Light Art will transform your next project.

Shapes

Sculptural Forms | KASian Architects, BC

Light Art | Long Design Group, WA

[wovin]

A lightweight, acoustical system that is easy to install to walls or ceilings.

Wovin Wall adds depth, dimension and eye-catching design, while also improving the acoustics in a space. This system is also available with 3form Light Design.

Wovin Wall | Hickok Cole, DC

parametre®

A lightweight and expandable 3D textile system that creates innovative spaces that play with light.

Made of 100% non-woven polyester, this flexible textile can be used in a variety of residential or commercial applications.

Light Art

learn more at 3-form.com
Advanced Technology
Delivers cutting-edge projects that reinvent the built environment.

An innovative team that maximizes expertise from different disciplines to execute boundary-breaking sustainable solutions from conception to installation.

Light Design
Translucent material offers unparalleled lighting opportunities.

With in-depth material knowledge and 20+ years of light design experience, 3form Light Design ensures successfully illuminated features.

Fabrication
3form Fabrication crafts personalized products, giving creativity support to succeed.

From complex projects to simple finishing details, 3form offers the world’s leading fabrication capabilities to deliver turn-key solutions.

Services

Customer Service
This dedicated and knowledgeable group is ready to answer common questions regarding pricing, available products, order status and more.
800.726.0126
customer.service@3-form.com

Tech Support
Experienced 3form fabricators give instant answers on how to work with, and install, 3form materials. Ask about fabrication, hardware, solutions and services.

Sampling
Use our online tool YouCreate to design your own panel and have a sample sent to you.
3-form.com/youcreate

Materials

Color, form, texture and light — 3form translucent resin materials provide these essential qualities to any architectural installation. Search our offerings by product platform to solve specific dilemmas.

Varia Ecoresin®
(40% Pre-Consumer Recycled Content)
Varia Ecoresin is what you make of it. These resin panels provide the utmost of aesthetic control; select the color, interlayer, pattern, texture and finish to fulfill your vision and meet your specifications. See what happens when high design meets total freedom.

varia ecoresin: organics
The very best nature has to offer. Carefully selected natural materials artfully arranged, elevated to a modern aesthetic.
varia ecoresin: organics

The green circle identifies products in the Full Circle® collection. Read about the product stories and this program of social empowerment at:

3-form.com/full_circle

See page 66 for more information on Full Circle.

*Produced using Storm HighRes technology.
varia ecoresin: play
Bold colors, playful patterns and reflective interlayers for big impact.

varia ecoresin: graphic
Clean and crisp graphic patterns. Customize with C3 Color to suit your space.
varia ecoresin: moderna

varia ecoresin: woven color
Four color collections. Plays well with other layers, but strong enough to stand alone.
varia ecoresin: texture

Embosed patterns refract and reflect light. Visually dynamic and wonderfully tactile.

varia ecoresin: wood

Ultra-thin wood veneer, varia ecoresin body. A classic material with a modern twist.

Laser-cut patterns available with wood

varia ecoresin: dichroic

Two colors. Two styles. Ethereal luminescence.

Textures shown with C3 Colors to show possibilities.
Chroma® (40% Pre-Consumer Recycled Content)

Chroma is a bold solid surface saturated with luminous color. This monolithic material is ideal for horizontal applications while being engineered to be resurfaced and re-colored again and again.

Refine the Hue

There are thousands of variations of each standard color. Violet for example – shift it redder, or a bit to the blue side. Increase the intensity, or create a very dusty pale shade. Discover the perfect color match to your palette, your space, your vision.

Struttura™ (25 - 40% Pre-Consumer Recycled Content)*

The Struttura collection offers superior structural capabilities, with color customization in a lightweight format.

Struttura - Ready to Go

Ready to Go solutions are available in over 10,000 custom colors. The result is a customized solution with the ease of off-the-shelf specification.

*Except Duo and Stage.
**Pressed Glass™**

3form Pressed Glass offers the same interlayer aesthetic as Varia Ecoresin in an innovative laminated glass medium. This exciting architectural glass offers an alternate set of application and performance capabilities. Specify Pressed Glass for optical clarity, rigidity and scratch resistance.

Over 30+ Standard Colors | 10,000 Custom Colors

![Color palette image]

Over 10,000 unique colors are now at your fingertips. Create custom combinations using up to five layers of any of the 30+ standard colors. Experience color without compromise. Specify the color you want in the material your application requires.

Koda XT™

A visionary exterior translucent panel material from 3form. Koda XT brings formability and design capability to an extremely high performance polymer.

Supplemental colors exclusive to varia ecoresin and struttura

Yellow to Purple

Green to Blue

Pales and Neutrals

Yellow to Purple

Green to Blue

Pales and Neutrals

**Refine Your Hue**

Play with 50,000 options in the core color palette. Combine colors up to five layers deep, control the hue, intensity and translucency, creating an exciting range of exact color specifications.

**universal colors varia ecoresin, chroma, struttura, pressed glass, koda XT**

A core palette of colors that can be combined to refine the hue, intensify the color, and alter the light transmission.

**Over 30+ Standard Colors | 10,000 Custom Colors**

Over 10,000 unique colors are now at your fingertips. Create custom combinations using up to five layers of any of the 30+ standard colors. Experience color without compromise. Specify the color you want in the material your application requires.

**Refine Your Hue**

Play with 50,000 options in the core color palette. Combine colors up to five layers deep, control the hue, intensity and translucency, creating an exciting range of exact color specifications.

**universal colors varia ecoresin, chroma, struttura, pressed glass, koda XT**

A core palette of colors that can be combined to refine the hue, intensify the color, and alter the light transmission.

**Over 30+ Standard Colors | 10,000 Custom Colors**

Over 10,000 unique colors are now at your fingertips. Create custom combinations using up to five layers of any of the 30+ standard colors. Experience color without compromise. Specify the color you want in the material your application requires.

**Koda XT™**

A visionary exterior translucent panel material from 3form. Koda XT brings formability and design capability to an extremely high performance polymer.

**Koda XT™**

A visionary exterior translucent panel material from 3form. Koda XT brings formability and design capability to an extremely high performance polymer.

**Koda XT™**

A visionary exterior translucent panel material from 3form. Koda XT brings formability and design capability to an extremely high performance polymer.
Poured Glass™
With unbelievable depth and interlayers delicately and dimensionally preserved, 3form Poured Glass is a dramatic centerpiece. This decorative, architectural glass is a premium product, a memorable beauty to anchor your interior installation.

100 percent®
(100% Post-Consumer Recycled Content)
100 Percent has a minimal environmental footprint, made entirely from post-consumer recycled HDPE.

Stone™
Reminiscent of natural stone but altogether unexpected. Captivating translucency creates intriguing effects.

100 percent Snowmelt
100 percent Nordic
100 percent Putty
100 percent Carbon
100 percent Putty
Full Circle
Design has the power to transform more than just space.
It can positively change our planet, our environment, and people’s lives. Welcome to 3form Full Circle—a class of sustainable products, a program, a creed, and a belief put into action.

3form develops the Full Circle® Collection of products in collaboration with skilled artisans in diverse regions. From Africa to Nepal, we work directly with these groups to bring authentic regional hand crafts to the architecture and design community. Through this process we encourage the development of their skills, their business and ultimately the community at large.

Variation Ecoresin - Connection
Villagers earn supplemental income by tending silkworms and their delicate cocoons in the attics of their homes. Artisans soften the cocoons in water and gently pull the silk into fiber strips which are then placed by hand into the unique configuration.
ABOUT 3FORM

COMMITTED PEOPLE, BREAKTHROUGH PRODUCTS, BETTER PLANET.

Committed People

3form employees are a passionate, dedicated and knowledgeable group ready to assist you with simple design specification, as well as the most complex custom design solutions. Our cross-functional team of trained architects, material engineers, and structural experts, familiar with the unique properties of 3form materials, will realize and expand your innovative vision.

Breakthrough Products

From materials that break the mold, hardware solutions that simplify installations, to one-stop solutions that provide instant design possibilities, 3form has created a breadth and depth of offerings that make the connection from inspiration to installation seamless and uniquely yours.

Better Planet

Exceeding industry expectations, 3form has distinctively aggressive goals for minimizing the impact of not only our products, but our processes. Our Path to Zero goals are a commitment to continually reducing our overall environmental footprint toward the ultimate goal of total sustainability.

Please visit 3-form.com/about for more information.